
 

 

 

 

Minutes: Northumbria Stop and Search Scrutiny Panel  

 

Northumbria’s new Stop and Search Scrutiny Panel took place on Wednesday 12th February 

2020 at the Beacon of Light, Sunderland. Over 25 volunteers between the ages of 17- 55 

years attended from a diverse cross section of the community. The volunteers were 

introduced to the Chair of the panel, Collette Devlin- Smith and Vice Chair Dave Jeffries. 

Northumbria Police Superintendent Paul Milner welcomed the attendees and explained the 

panel will support Northumbria Police in helping to better understand the impact that stop 

and search can have upon the communities served through increased transparency and 

meaningful scrutiny.     

The role of the SS panel is to view officer’s body worn videos to ensure that stop searches 

are carried out fairly and effectively using the GOWISELY pneumonic.  Training for the panel 

has been undertaken.  

G – explain the GROUNDS for the search 

O – explain the OBJECT they are looking for 

W –show their WARRANT card (if not in uniform or on request) 

 I –  give their IDENTITY to the detained person 

 S – explain the STATION they work from 

 E – inform the DP they are ENTITLED to a copy of the search form which will be available for   

       the next 3 months 

 L – explain the LEGAL AUTHORITY  (the legislation being used) 

 Y – explain that YOU are now detained for the search and will remain until completed 

 



Stop search video 1 ID 419393 

Feedback: 

 GOWISELY was followed 

 Officer was polite, professional, fair, firm, calm and friendly. 

 Officer removed gloves- potential safety issue.   

 Too many uniformed officers present which appeared to agitate the subject at the 

conclusion and attracted attention. 

 Search could have been conducted out of public view.   

Actions taken: 

 Feedback collated and training plan formulated for the officer and supervisor. 

 Feedback plan delivered by senior management team spoc. 

 Further consideration for any wider learning and development for the workforce. 

 

Stop search video 2 ID 416574 

Feedback: 

 Search was already being conducted when BWV activated so unclear if all 

GOSWISELY was adhered to. 

 Grounds and entitlement to copy of search was explained by officer. 

 Officer was polite, friendly and calm resulting in the subject being cooperative. 

 Officer wore gloves for safety. 

 Search conducted out of public view and the subject wasn’t overcrowded. 

 Officers could have used handcuffs when searching because a machete had been 

mentioned. 

Actions taken: 

 Feedback collated and training plan formulated for the officer and supervisor. 

 Feedback plan delivered by senior management team spoc. 

 Further consideration for any wider learning and development for the workforce. 

 

Stop search video 3 ID 415754  

Feedback: 

 GOWISELY was used. 

 Officer’s attitude was argumentative resulting in retaliation from the subject. 



 The stop search may have been negatively perceived by members of the public.  

 Subject did eventually calm down. 

 The panel appreciated they were unaware of the full circumstances and what may 

have taken place prior to the BWV activation.  

Actions taken: 

 Feedback collated and training plan formulated for the officer and supervisor. 

 Feedback plan delivered by senior management team spoc. 

 Further consideration for any wider learning and development for the workforce. 

 

Minutes of all panel meetings are produced for transparency and made available for public 

scrutiny on Northumbria Police website however this will be redacted to not include 

personal date or details of specific officers, or members of the public. The feedback is 

disseminated to officers involved to improve force performance. 

The next Stop and Search Scrutiny Panel will take place in June 2020 with a date, time and 

venue TBC. If you’d like to become a panel volunteer, or want more information, email 

2303@northumbria.pnn.police.uk and register your interest. 

 

 

  

 


